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illuminati
noun [ plural ]  •  formal

US �  / ɪ.luː.mɪˈnɑːt̬i /  UK �  / ɪ.luː.mɪˈnɑːti /

people who claim to have a special understanding or knowledge of something:
� *

There seems to be a subtext to this passage, intended for the illuminati only.•

�  SMART Vocabulary: related words and phrases

acquaintance alertness

as every schoolboy/schoolchild knows idiom astuteness

at/in the back of your mind idiom firsthand

general knowledge glimpse

gnostic grounding

have a nodding acquaintance with sb/sth idiom metacognition

nescience nescient

nod off sb's radar idiom

omniscience street smarts

theory of mind witting

Knowledge and awareness

See more results »

EXAMPLES of illuminati

illuminati
Tomorrow's world will be a world free of illuminati or will be no more!

I am an illuminati agent as well as a psychic healer and a palm readerworking on all money, love,
protection related matters.

I am one of the agents sent by the high priest to bring as many ofthose who are interested in
becoming a member of the illuminati to thegreat illuminati temple.

So far as his own relation to the circle of illuminati and the dial which they shone upon was concerned,
he himself is the best witness.

These examples are from corpora and from sources on the web. Any opinions in the examples do not represent the opinion of the
Cambridge Dictionary editors or of Cambridge University Press or its licensors.

From ABC News .

From TIME .

From TIME .

From Project Gutenberg .

Translations of illuminati Need a translator?
Get a quick, free translation!

in Chinese (Traditional)

（⾃自稱）受到特別啟⽰示的⼈人，（⾃自稱）先知先覺的
⼈人…

See more

in Chinese (Simplified)

（自称）受到特别启示的人，（自称）先知先觉的
人…

See more

in Portuguese

illuminati…
See more

in more languages !

Translator tool99

What is the pronunciation of illuminati? 11

Test your vocabulary with our
fun image quizzes

Image credits

Try a quiz now

an object that is shown to the public
in a museum, etc.
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